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NEW QUESTION: 1
Regarding the description of R230D and R240D, which is wrong?
A. Both support the 802.11a/b/g/n/ac protocol
B. R230D has one FE port, and R240D has one GE port and four FE

ports.
C. Can be ceiling mounted, wall mounted, panel mounted
D. The maximum transmission power is 20dBm
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements are true regarding the ORDER BY clause?
(Choose two)
A. The sort is in ascending by order by default.
B. The ORDER BY clause is executed first in the query
execution.
C. The ORDER BY clause comes last in the SELECT statement.
D. The sort is in descending order by default.
E. The ORDER BY clause must precede the WHERE clause.
F. The ORDER BY clause is executed on the client side.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
The ORDER BY clause does sort data in ascending order by
default. And the ORDER BY clause comes last in the SELECT
statement: after FROM or WHERE or GROUP BY clause.
Incorrect Answers
B: The ORDER BY clause does sort data in ascending, not
descending order, by default.
C: The ORDER BY clause must be after the WHERE clause in the
SQL statement.
D: The ORDER BY clause is executed on the server side as the
whole SQL statement is.
F: The ORDER BY clause is executed last in the query execution,
after results are limited with the WHERE and GROUP BY clause
conditions.
OCP Introduction to Oracle 9i: SQL Exam Guide, Jason Couchman,
p. 56-61 Chapter 2: Limiting, Sorting, and Manipulating Return
Data

NEW QUESTION: 3
Durch welche der folgenden MaÃŸnahmen wird die versehentliche
Offenlegung interner GeschÃ¤ftsinformationen in sozialen Medien
am BESTEN minimiert?
A. EinschrÃ¤nkung des Zugriffs auf Social Media-Websites
B. Entwicklung von Richtlinien fÃ¼r soziale Medien
C. AufklÃ¤rung der Benutzer Ã¼ber Social-Media-Risiken
D. Implementierung von DLP-LÃ¶sungen (Data Loss Prevention)
Answer: B
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